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A N S W E R  K E Y  

GRAMMAR – 15pts 

01 is replaced      02 to attract      03 Having made     04 will educate     05 being able to be educated      

06  would need      07 didn´t have     08 was shot     09 should never been told      10 having died     

11were mentioned     12 shooting     13 are trained      14 to be judged     15 suits 

 

VOCABULARY – 10pts (SPELLING COUNTS!) - .5 for each 

01 literate     02 deadline     03 bookish     04 attention      05 favorite/favourite      06 location 

07. scrupulously      

08. southern      

09. possessive       

10. adapters       

11. option      

12. faithful      

13. thoughts       

14. descriptions      

15. satisfying       

16. ignorant       

17. inevitably       

18. winners      

19. pleasers      

20. unillustrated 

 

READING COMPREHENSION – 10pts 

01 C     02 M     03 G     04 K     05 E     06 A     07 L    08 I     09 B     10 F 

 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION – 5pts  

01 they have famous fans 

02 films are made there  

03 140 square kilometres 

04 campsites 

05 1995 

06 the fifth century BC 

07 a bakery 

08 a farm 

09 a donkey 

10 your feet/none 
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L I S T E N I N G  T A P E S C R I P T  (Please read once.) 

The beauty of the Greek islands has impressed and inspired many visitors over the years. In fact, some 

islands, like Hydra, Mykonos and Rhodes, have become world renowned as a result of their famous 

fans or use as backdrops for major Hollywood movies. 

  No less visually stunning, but less well-known, Amorgos, a hilly island in the middle of the Aegean, 

has become an excellent example of the kind of tourism the GNTO describes as agrotourism.  

  Only recently discovered by foreign visitors, the 140 square kilometre island has just a few small 

hotels, but with its many pensions and rooms for rent can accommodate up to 1,500 tourists. It also 

has two campsites, which are very popular with low-budget visitors. 

   Paul Delahunt-Rimmer, a 50-year-old retired RAF squadron leader who discovered Amorgos after 

reading an article on the Aegean islands, was overwhelmed by the island when he and his wife visited 

in 1995.  

  They particularly enjoyed the peace, quiet and exceptional friendliness of the people, but most of all 

the solitude of the mountains and the many quiet beaches. In fact, they liked it so much they decided 

to settle in Amorgos and promote agrotourism by organizing island walks for groups of tourists 

wanting to enjoy the simple but beautiful life the island offers.  

  The tourists Paul guides in Amorgos are interested in walking, photography, visiting archaeological 

sites – some of which date back to the fifth century BC – bird-watching and enjoying the beautiful 

wild flowers of the island. 

  Naturally, most visitors also enjoy swimming and sunbathing on the white sandy beaches of the 

island, which are lined with tamarisk trees.   

  Nikos Vassalos and his wife also run a typical agrotourism business. Their hotel in the village of 

Langada has 20 rooms. They also have a restaurant, a bakery and a farm. They produce vegetables, 

poultry, pork and other items, because they use only their own products in their restaurant. 

  Amorgos does not offer expensive attractions; it offers quality tourism. Very few visitors to Amorgos 

get to see the most remarkable sights, as they can only be visited by donkey ride or on foot. It is quite 

extraordinary terrain, and a local guide is essential.  
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S P E A K I N G  –  R O L E P L A Y   

 

Student 

 

You are a Slovak Erasmus student at a university in England. Your tutor has asked you to come up 
with three Slovak traditions you think your non-Slovak classmates should be familiar with.  

Focus on: 

- Each of the 3 traditions you have chosen and why you chose each 

- How your classmates could learn about them – what activities could be used to introduce your 
classmates to those particular traditions? 

 

 

�------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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S P E A K I N G  –  R O L E P L A Y   

 

Teacher 

 

You are a teacher at a university in England. You have asked an Erasmus student from Slovakia to 
come up with three Slovak traditions you think your non-Slovak students should be familiar with.  

You have told them to focus on: 

- Each of the 3 traditions chosen and why they were chosen 

- How students could learn about them – what activities could be used to introduce them to those 
particular traditions? 

You, however, already know about quite a few Slovak traditions and really want the Erasmus student 
to be very specific in what they discuss. Direct the conversation in such a way that the student changes 
their mind. 
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S P E A K I N G  –  P I C T U R E S  

You are going to discuss wedding customs and types of wedding ceremonies. Choose THREE of 
the six pictures, explain why you chose them, describe them in detail and discuss what the 
ceremonies might look like.  
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